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Monday 1st Oct RBKA Subscriptions Due Andrew Buchanan

Monday 1st Oct Croydon BKA Study Group see page 7 Purley 19:30

Wednesday 3rd Oct Photographing Bees Adam Leitch Woodhatch Centre 19:30

Saturday 6th Oct Reigate Honey Show Celia Perry Somers Hall Reigate 10:00

Saturday 13th Oct Hampshire BKA Honey Show see Sept Hilliers, Ampfield 14:00

Thurs - Sat 25-27th Oct BBKA National Honey Show Weybridge 13:45/9:00

Saturday 10th Nov Hampshire BKA Convention see page 7 Eastleigh

Wednesday 7th Nov Please note - no Winter Meeting

Wednesday 14th Nov Reigate BKA AGM Paul Cleaver Woodhatch Centre 19:30

Wednesday 5th Dec Winter Meeting - details TBC Roger Paterson Woodhatch Centre 19:30

 Fourth Friday each Month Farmers Market  Richard Woodhouse Reigate

  Wednesdays April - August Apiary Meeting Henfold Copse 18:30

First Wednesday each Month
Sept - March Winter Meetings Woodhatch 19:30

Dates for your Diary
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Comments about and contributions for publication in are welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 20th of the preceding month.

Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews October 2012

‘Out of dis-order, came
(a winning) order’

This years chaotic beekeeping
season was seen out by an

equally chaotic but fun evening of
nine pin bowling at the Summer
Apiary Meetings newly adopted

Aprés-Bee venue.
Appropriately enough, it was the
‘Bees-Knees’ that won the team
event with a resounding score.
Joint highest individual scorers
briefly ‘shared’ their £5 note

winnings; before donating it to
club funds for our Treasurer to

stick back together. Thanks go to
‘The Odd Couple’ Paul  and

Andrew  for organising the event.

Photo(s) by Richard Bradfield

Photo(s) of the Month     ‘Summer Season Bowled Out’

  Have you a striking, unusual or
topical honey bee related image

to share with us all?

Send it to the editors today!
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Richard and Graham

Well, that was different … now what?

With the weather finally deciding that its best efforts at a summer this year are over, our weekly
Apiary meetings at Henfold Copse also now ended until next April, and the nights rapidly drawing
in, it really does feel like this weird beekeeping season has finally come to a close. As you may
have already seen and read, and can see and read more on page 4, the occasion has been
marked in a suitably rowdy fashion.

But if you are worried about what you will do to fill your time now, fear not. This bumper edition
is almost literally bursting with things for you yet to do, make, prepare for, cook, attend, read
about, wonder at or just plain consider, during the next few ‘quiet’ months … before it all kicks
off again.

Meanwhile, do support Reigate Beekeepers own annual Honey Show on the 6th October. We are
publishing a few days before the beginning of October, so if you are reading this before the 29th

September and have not yet registered any entries into the show, shame on you, but there is
still time to do so! (See last months edition of  for details.) And whether or not you have
something in the show … bring yourself along on the day to see what is going on.

As editors, we do particularly encourage you to come along to the the next Woodhatch meeting
on 3rd October. Adam Leitch will be giving a talk on Photographing Bees. What we dearly hope
for is that attendees will be suitably inspired (no pressure Adam) to not only get photographing
their bees, but to then submit their efforts for publication within these pages … and next years
Honey Show. How about a  trophy for ‘Best Published Photograph of Bees’? Just another
thought to ponder about (and fund!) during the next few months.
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  Topical News

Honey Legislation in Europe
Developments on honey legislation in Europe
are expected imminently.

Commission proposals
seeking to amend the
current honey legislation
(Council Directive
2001/110) in response
to the ECJ ruling last
autumn are set to be
tabled in early October.

The Court ruled on 6th September 2011 that
honey containing pollen derived from
Genetically Modified crops cannot be

marketed in the EU without
prior authorisation. At the
time, the ruling sparked
fears of honey shortages as
the EU produces around
200k tonnes per year, but
has to import a further 148k
tonnes to satisfy demand.

Speaking at the GMO-Free-
Europe Conference in the European
Parliament, Director of the Health and
Consumer Affairs Directorate, Eric Poudelet
confirmed that the new rules would seek to
classify pollen as a constituent of honey,
rather than an ingredient.

Honey Survey Request from Alan Byham
Dear Beekeepers,

As usual at this time of year I’m asking for details of your honey crop but first let me
apologise for being later than usual with this request, I’ve had serious and ongoing problems
with my computer and email systems, I am hoping that it will now be able to cope with your
replies!

I have been carrying out a yearly survey now since 2004 and the information gives an
interesting guide to how previous seasons have gone with regard to honey crop. I’m
expecting this year’s results to be particularly interesting due to the poor weather during the
Summer, so please, I would appreciate a return even if you didn’t collect any honey as this
will show just how bad it has been. Please feel free to add notes either in your email or on the
form, which could include comments such as:

“I collected a nuc this season so wouldn’t expect a honey crop (new Beekeeper) ………I would
normally expect a honey crop of about xxx lbs”.

Any other info that may be of interest that would affect the honey crop.

This information is also important to inform Defra about the total honey crop and helps to
justify decisions regarding funding for beekeeping from government. No personal details will
be given to Defra with this information.

Thanking you in advance,

A easy to complete form to provide your honey information is
circulated with this edition edition of

Alan Byham
SE Regional Bee Inspector
The Food and Environment Research Agency - National Bee Unit
email: alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk
National Bee Unit website: www.nationalbeeunit.com
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 Apiary News

Nearly 40 members, partners and friends filled
the Skittle Alley hut at The Surrey Oaks in
Newdigate on 19th September to mark the end
of the summer season of Apiary site meetings.
Eventually arranged into 6 teams of 6 players
each, the bowling got underway with gusto.

Paul Cleaver served as the
Master of Ceremonies, ball re-
turner and pin stander-upper.
Andrew Buchanan selflessly
and recklessly positioned himself
alongside the pins to best keep
tally of the scores. Consequently,
his left shin frequently came into
play as a 10th pin.

Between them, they provided a lively mixture
of running commentary and fierce debate about
the progress of the competition.

That competition was itself
fierce at times with much style
and finesse to applaud (as
displayed here by Tom
Moremon) as well as the
occasional appeal of foul play.
Although photo evidence suggests
many calling foul were less than
innocent in their own play!

With copious supplies of buffet snacks and
nibbles provided, and lubrication available from
the bar, a fun evening was enjoyed.
Congratulations to the winning team (see front
page) of Alex Dembinski, Mike Welch, Ray
Turner, Janet Kay, Eva Dembinska and Liz
Diprose, proving they were truly the Bees-
Knees; and to Alex, again, and Neil Duggin
for their joint highest individual scores.

Roll Up, Roll up … this was the End of Summer Apiary Meetings Party

 Members News Reigate Membership = 221

Members (top left) welcomed John Stevens
(3rd from right) and his wife Anne (right) when they
made a visit to the Henfold Copse apiary in
August to catch up with friends and see what
was going on.

Jack Chapman and Andy Robinson have
been helping John with his beekeeping activities
whilst he recovers from illness. Jack helped
John out last season, and Andy has been
managing his bees this season at John’s apiary
site near Stoke D’Abernon.

John has been able to keep up to date on the
state of his colonies via Andy’s own website
where Andy posts the weekly colony inspection
notes.

Pictured (bottom left) is John’s apiary site next to
the River Mole, at the start of this season.

A Very Welcome Visitor

Did you know ?

Bees have five eyes - two compound eyes and three tiny ocelli eyes.

Bee Facts
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  Events News

Notice of AGM
The Reigate Beekeepers Association,

a Division of
Surrey Beekeepers Association,
hereby gives notice of its 2012

Annual General Meeting
to be held on

Wednesday 14th November 2012
at 7:30 pm in the

Woodhatch Community Centre.
All members are welcome.

Note: there is no meeting on Wednesday the 7th  November.

Reigate Honey Show

Saturday 6th October 2012, 10 am to 4 pm
at Somers Hall, Slip Shoe Street, Reigate

Closing date for Entries: 29th September
Donations of Tombola Prizes: Please
bring to the Woodhatch Meeting on 3rd

October.
Donations of Plants to Sell: Need to be
delivered to the venue either the previous

evening, or before 10 am on the day.
Come along on the day: to help, see how
your entries compare and fare, or just look.

Whilst running the undercover honey-trap at
the annual Outwood Village Show on 1st

September, Reigate Beekeepers Mike Hill and
Jack and Hilary Chapman unexpectedly
encountered the world of James Bond.
Star of the show was Outwood resident Dame
Judi Dench, who plays the rather formidable M
in the latest Bond series. When she arrived at
the show she headed straight for the RBKA
honey stall, accompanied by the Master of
Ceremonies, Paul Daniels (no, not that one).

Miss Moneypenny
(played here by
Hilary) handled M’s
stiff interrogation
about who was
killing the bees,
extraordinarily well.

She even managed to lighten M’s purse in
exchange for two jars of honey.
Meanwhile Paul as Bond villain Scaramanga,
pointed his golden gun, cunningly disguised as
a microphone, straight at Felix Leiter (aka Jack)
as he also demanded to know “who was killing
the bees?” Grabbing the mic’, Felix muttered
something incoherent to the gathering crowd,
hoping they would sympathise with his plight.
Meanwhile the spectre of Dr No (played by
Mike) had faded behind his still clicking camera,
in a tactical retreat to avoid the microphone.

All ended well and the sky did not fall in as both
M and Scaramanga moved on to interrogate
other stall holders. The crowd which had
gathered around the RBKA stall suddenly
became intensely interested in the observation
hive, bought lots of honey and wanted to know
“who was killing the bees?”

The Name is Bond … James Bond Script Jack Chapman, Camera Mike Hill

Outwood Show copyright - Mike Hill
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Protein and the Honey Bee by Dr David Aston   a report by Richard Bradfield

Dr David Aston - BBKA
Chairman, was
welcomed as guest
speaker to the first of
this seasons winter
Woodhatch meetings on
the 5th September.

His talk expanded upon
a topic raised in the
opening paragraph of his
‘Chairman's Letter’ in the
BBKA News September
edition...‘The importance
of honey bee nutrition.’

In that letter, David makes the point that it
was something that cannot be underestimated.
During the talk itself, packed with information,
data and new insights; the point was well
made that currently beekeepers in general
probably do grossly underestimate both the
nutritional needs of the bees and the extent
to which they are able to satisfy those needs
from their pollen gathering efforts.

Honey bee nutrition management skills need
to be understood and adopted. There is also
a need to counter a national preoccupation
with keeping our ‘green’ areas too tidy; a lack
of understanding of the food chains and their
interconnections; a general poor supply of
forage; and disturbed and changeable weather
patterns.

The natural distribution and recycling of hard
won protein within the colony to both regulate
and respond to brood development can be
seriously disrupted even by beekeepers well
meant interventions.

It has been estimated that a single colony
needs more than 30Kg of pollen per year to
satisfy their protein needs.

Impressive enough, but then consider that
bees from only seven apiaries, in close
proximity, each with say five hives, would be
needing to collect over 1 tonne of pollen per
year from within their shared area of foraging!
And how many other colonies would they be
competing with, within their ‘patch’?

On top of that, not all pollens are equal when
it comes to their protein value!

It is now realised that pollens from some crops
have such low Crude Protein Content (CPC),
that colonies reliant on them for a period can
remain or even become undernourished,
despite what appears to be ‘a good crop’.

A minimum CPC of 20% is required, with
colonies reliant on levels below 30% likely to
produce short lived bees vulnerable to disease
and poor at over-wintering. Whilst colonies
able to access sufficient pollen with a CPC over
60% will be stronger and produce longer lived
bees.

A real understanding of and research into the
subject is at best limited. And what is available
can be difficult for us mere beekeepers to fully
grasp or usefully act upon.

Most data available and used by David, has
been gathered in Austria and can be found in
a report by Robert Brodschneider and Karl
Crailsheim titled ‘Nutrition and health in honey
bees’, published in 2010.

There is currently no equivalent data specific
to UK foraging sources and cultivated crop
management.

Whilst being a very good way to determine
nutritional ‘health’, it would seem that the
elaborate laboratory equipment needed to
measure the actual protein content of our bees
will be beyond the hobby beekeeper. The bees
cannot tell us that they are being
undernourished, we can only perhaps deduce
that from how they behave once they are, and
then maybe too late to be able to rectify the
situation.

David’s key message was to urge that the role
of nutrition be included in beekeeping training.

Additionally, BBKA needs to combine forces
with other wild life and habitat organisations
to press for reversing the current reduction in
foraging habitats and the provision of more
mixed origins of forage throughout the season.

Definitely food for thought for us to ponder
upon during the winter months.

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1051%2Fapido%2F2010012#
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1051%2Fapido%2F2010012#
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Croydon Beekeepers - Study Group

Croydon Division will be starting a new Study Group on the 1st  October running monthly on
the first Monday of the month until March 2013.

The aim is to prepare to take a BBKA module in March. However everyone is welcome to
come along and hopefully learn a bit more about bees and beekeeping, regardless of
whether they intend to sit the exam. Although this is a Croydon Division event, BBKA

members from other divisions are welcome.

Please note this is not a formal course. The aim is to get people together to
exchange information and provide support.

The meetings will be in the Foxley Hatch Pub, Purley at 7:30 pm on the first Monday of
each month.

Pub address: 8-9 Russell Hill Parade, Russell Hill Road, Purley, Surrey, CR8 2LE.

Can anyone who is interested please email Mark Stott at buzzibeez@gmail.com.
Please indicate your preference of any BBKA module you want to discuss and study.

Hampshire Beekeepers Association Convention 10th November 2012

The Convention will be held at Barton Peveril College, Eastleigh, near Southampton.  The
Hampshire Honey Show will take place separately, at Hillier’s Arboretum on 13th October
and the Convention will be devoted to talks and workshops. Confronting environmental

issues ‘head on’ with speakers on systemic pesticides, Genetically Modified crops and global
warming!

Speakers include - Henk Tenneke, Dr Gia Aradottir and Dr Richard Pettifer.
With recently published research pointing to detectable effects of sub-lethal levels of

systemic insecticides on the nervous systems of pollinators, Henk Tennekes, an
independent researcher in this field, will talk about his book

‘The Systemic Insecticides – A disaster in the making’.
Following a call by Professor John Pickett of Rothamstead Research Institute for debate

about, rather than destruction of, plantings of experimental GM wheat; research into the
use of aphid alarm pheromones as a control for aphid on wheat crops hit the headlines in
May. Dr Gia Aradottir, one of the research team, will be explaining this ‘environmentally

friendly’ approach to pest control.
A former Executive Director of the Royal Meteorological Society and practicing beekeeper,

Dr Richard Pettifer will show how climate change affects our beekeeping.

Workshop sessions will include ‘Preparing colonies for winter’, ‘Preparing for the BBKA
General Husbandry Assessment’,  BeeBay explaining their range of Organic (non-chemical)
beekeeping treatments, Mead making ‘Cleaning up the colony’, Disease Management and

Top bar hives and Overcoming the problems of 2012.

For more information please contact Jan Roper jan.roper@rya-online.net or Pippa Barker
pippabarker@aol.com
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Honey Extraction - Notes from a Novice                                       by Geoff Pye

Saturday 25th August was set aside for the Pye’s
to extract our first crop of honey from our own
hive. And what an exciting and successful day it
turned out to be. We ended up with about 30 lbs
of honey from the one colony stored in various
jars, wet supers put back on the hive and no
disasters such as spillage or invading bees/wasps.

Credit for that success must go to the excellent
Reigate Beekeepers Honey Extraction Day held
two weeks earlier in the Newdigate Village Hall
on Saturday 11th August. It was a day full of
practical advice and tips, without which we would
have surely struggled during our own extraction
efforts.

What was most striking about that day?
The village hall itself had been transformed into
something like a hospital operating theatre with
all floors and surfaces covered and taped down
with protective sheeting – though I am sure
operating theatres do not have newspapers
spread all over the floor! We all were provided
with disposable hats, aprons and gloves and
dressed up like cast members from Casualty.
There were four ‘stations’ laid out with the
required equipment, comprising uncapping trays;
knives; uncapping forks; bowls of water; various
types of extractors; settling tanks; filters and
buckets with muslin held by bulldog clips. Each
station was headed up by an experienced
beekeeper with three to four novices allocated
to each team. We were asked to rotate during
the day in order to experience the different types
of extractor and associated equipment.
At home, I had not invested in an electric
extractor or purpose built uncapping tray – so it
was most useful to see how a very effective
uncapping tray can be made from a plastic

washing up bowl, a piece of wood and a wine
bottle cork, and to have ‘hands-on’ experience
of operating a manual extractor.
The extent and detail of the preparation was
impressive and was matched by the organisation
of the day itself – right from the maps showing
how to find Newdigate Village Hall, the serving
of a Pimms for lunch, through to the small pot of
freshly extracted honey given to each of us as a
Thank You at the end.

It became clear early on, that all this excellent
organisation was down to Maggie Minter and
Celia Perry and it was they who gave us a most
thorough briefing before we started. Emphasis
was put on hygiene and keeping the room tidy,
bee-proof and minimising spillage, but included
some practical tips such as avoiding dripping
water into the honey.
The main Maggie/Celia brief was then
supplemented by the experienced beekeepers as
we chatted during the extraction.

What stuck in my mind?
Always wash equipment with cold water to
remove honey; what to do with ‘solid’ rape
honey; different techniques of uncapping; what
to do with the cappings; the different sorts of
filters … and so on.

It was also interesting to compare notes on the
effect of this unusual season upon the bees and
the crop. Most observed that the volume of honey
extracted was only 50% of last years.
Being presented this year with much fewer
numbers of frames to extract did have its
compensation. We apparently finished a good
two hours before last year’s finishing time. So
after clearing up, we were able to head home by
about 4:00 pm, each with our bag of rubbish and
small pot of honey.
That honey was soon consumed on my breakfast
toast on Sunday – quite delicious.
I am sure all those who attended the extraction
day will join me in thanking Maggie and Celia for
all their hard work and in making the day easy
for us all and a great deal of fun.

Geoff Pye

 New Beekeeping Experiences
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And a few extra notes from the Extraction Day organisers
Many thanks from myself and Celia Perry to all who helped and
participated in ensuring that Extraction Day on the 11th August went
smoothly, in our new venue.
Those of you who have been to this event before will recall that we
had the privilege of being able to use an ex-member’s beautiful barn.
Given the fact that we were becoming pushed for space and feeling
like the relative who was at risk of out staying our welcome, we finally
made the decision to decamp to Newdigate Village Hall.
The new venue not only provided us with added space, it was also in
close proximity to Henfold (and the equipment!!).

Extraction Day is a teaching exercise for new bee keepers to learn
about extraction; it also ensures that we have the honey ready to sell
at forth-coming shows and fairs to raise money for the club.

Assisting us both, our team leaders/helpers in the hall this year included
Malcolm Broatch, Richard Woodhouse, Tom Moremon and
Andrew Cornwall, aided by Malcolm Fry for the final clean up. Whilst
Vince Gallo ferried large amounts of equipment, honey and supers to
and fro throughout.

For those of you who are interested in the figures, Celia had a record
of the number of supers we extracted last year so we could compare
with this year:

Last year, with sixteen beginners
and seven helpers we had thirty-
eight supers to extract.

This year, with twelve beginners
and seven helpers we had only
sixteen supers to extract.

Although in both years we had already taken off a crop of Spring honey
prior to the Summer extraction, this year’s figures do reflect a
significantly poorer season for us, and the bees.

So who knows what next year will bring … at the moment I cannot bear
to think about any more gaffer tape, sheets, newspapers or honey
extraction, having only just recovered from being involved in extracting
not just my own, but Celia’s and Malcolm’s a week later!

Maggie Minter

Supers per Apiary 2011 2012
Brockham 6 5
Henfold 19 6
Mickleham 6 3
Redhill (Bob Maurer) 6 2
Vigo 1 0
Total № Supers 38 16

Photo’s on this and the
previous page….

…team leaders, novice
helpers (and the room!)
all suitably dressed and

equipped for the occasion.
This years summer crop
being de-capped, spun

and filtered into buckets
ready for jar filling later.
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A Fine Heritage to be Won

 Library News

With our Annual Honey Show looming -
Saturday 6th October - for the benefit of newer
members, as well as reminding some of the less
new; Audrey has been rooting around in the
archives for interesting and hopefully inspiring
information about some of our trophies .

Our division has nine trophies available to be
awarded each year.
Foremost of these is the Reigate Cup, awarded
to the person gaining most points in the
competition.

It is our star award and also our oldest - first
awarded in 1935.
At the other end of the scale we have The
Skep, a trophy just for Novices. Some of our
members have won it in their first year with
their first crop of honey!

The winner of this trophy also receives a free
ticket for the National Honey Show (and a free
entry).

Most of the trophies carry the name of the
donor or, as in the case of the Geoff Lewis
Plate, is named after a deceased member. This
trophy was purchased by the Reigate Division
to honour the memory of a much loved member
and former Treasurer.
The W-J Cup is only small but very important
to us. It is presented to the winner of the class
for Crystallised or Soft Set honey (Yes, there is
a difference!) It was presented to the Division
by our founder Miss Margaret Whyte-Johnston
in the 1960’s.

A similar cup is also held by the National Honey
Show for the Reigate member gaining most
points in open classes.
Do try and enter something in our show. I've
noticed that Honey Shows, in general, are much
more interesting when something of your own
is on the show bench. If you haven't any honey
this year - What about the Cake class 12. You
can use bought honey for that.

Audrey Gill

Bee FactsDid you know ?

During the long winter months heat is vital for survival and stored honey provides the fuel to
generate it. Within the cluster the bees uncouple their wings and use their flight muscles to
generate heat. In effect they shiver!

At the centre of the cluster the temperature is maintained at 13/14°C while the outer shell of
bees, which act as insulation, are at 8°C. These outer bees will become immobile below this
temperature and fall off to certain death on the hive floor. Before they get too cold they will
move into the cluster for their turn to feed and generate heat.

National Honey Show Information Stand Request

Once again Surrey BKA will be responsible for manning the Information Stand at the
National Honey Show.

We need as many volunteers as possible. If you are prepared to spend a few hours on duty
please email me with the days and times you will be available at rickwoodsbka@gmail.com.

The show will be open to the public on Thursday 25th October from 1:45 pm to 6 pm, on
Friday 26th from 9 am to 6 pm and on Saturday 27th from 9 am to 4:30 pm.
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Advice for members looking for a chest
freezer big enough to take supers and
brood boxes.
In summer 2011 I realised that our forty-one
year old 250 litre Bosch chest freezer was
coming to the end of its natural life.  As far as
I was concerned it had the great merit of being
big enough to take a National super or brood
box (subject of course to prior negotiation with
the freezer keeper).   So equipped with a super,
I set off to visit all the chest freezers in Comet
and Currys, including the current range of
Bosch chest freezers.  But to no avail: they
were all too short on the front to back
dimension to take my super.  My search was
overtaken by other events later in the year, and
it was not until this summer that I was able to
resume my quest.  To my delight I found that
Bosch had introduced a new model of their 250
litre freezer - so new in fact that Bosch UK had
not even got its details onto its own website.

I found it listed on one
of the PriceRunner
sites, and to my joy it
is big enough to meet
my requirement.  We
now have one installed
and for those members
who are interested, the
essential details are as
follows:

Bosch 250 litre chest freezer Model No:
GCM24AW20G.

The relevant internal dimensions are:

480 mm front to back 525 mm side to side in
the deepest part of the freezer.  This just gives
comfortable space for the hands when putting
and taking supers from the freezer.

John Stevens

A Tale of Two Freezers
 Equipment News

Plastic Storage Boxes
Advice for members looking for storage
boxes to take supers and brood boxes.
Strong sealable storage boxes which are large
enough to easily hold brood boxes and other
hive parts are not easy to find.

So I was pleased to find a source of suitable
boxes including those with internal dimensions
of Length,Width,Height of 600x500x350 mm.

The boxes have strong snap seal clips, wheels
for easy moving about, and can be stacked on
top of each other to reduce the overall storage

space required. Available in both grey colour
and clear plastic, I prefer the clear version
because the contents are easily visible.

When not in use they nest inside each other.

Price of the boxes this size which are
designated 140 litre capacity are £19.95 each
incl. VAT. Smaller sizes are also available. They
are called ‘Totem Plastic Storage trunks’.

The supplier is Solent Plastics who are located
in Southampton, they offer good service and
will ship the boxes to you for a reasonable fee.

Contact details are :-
www.http://solentplastics.co.uk/big-boxes-

plastic-storage-trunks
or telephone 023 8057 2500.

I recommend these boxes as great storage to
keep the many beekeeping bits that we seem
to collect, and as excellent protection from the
many pests who want to take advantage of
those bits that are not safely and securely
stored.

Graham Pooley
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 Honey Recipes

Favourite Reigate Recipes

This month we return to the recipes collected by Audrey Gill, with - savoury pork and sweet
vegetables plus flapjacks, scrumptious ! We would like volunteers to make the recipes, and
send in photographs of how splendid they look, and reports about how good they taste !!

Please send your favourite honey recipe or interesting culinary use to the editors.

 3 tablespoons Honey
4 ounces Demerara Sugar
4 ounces Butter
6 ounces Porridge Oats
2 ounces Desiccated Coconut
1 Egg
1 teaspoon Baking Powder
0.5 teaspoon Salt

Put the sugar butter and honey in a
heavy based saucepan and heat gently
until melted. Remove from the heat and
stir in the remaining ingredients. Press
into a shallow greased 8 inch square
baking tin and bake in a moderate oven
180°C or Gas Mark 4 until golden and firm
to the touch.
Remove from the oven and leave for 5
minutes, then mark into squares and leave
to cool. When completely cold loosen with
a palette knife and lift each square
carefully from the tin.

4 tablespoons Honey
2 ounces of Butter
2 lb Pork fillet cut into cubes.
4 Shallots (chopped)
0.25 teaspoon ground
Cardamom Salt and Pepper
0.5 pint Dry Cider
A strip of Lemon Peel
A strip of Orange Peel

Melt the butter in a casserole and brown
the meat on all sides.
Add the shallots, honey, orange and lemon
peel and season with the cardamom, salt
and pepper. Pour over the cider and bring
to the boil.
Cover the casserole tightly and transfer to
a preheated oven, 180°C or Gas Mark 4
and cook for 0.5 to 1 hour.
Lift out the meat and reduce the cooking
liquid to serve as a sauce.

Recipe (9) Flap Jacks

Recipe (10) Pork in Cider

Recipe (11) Honey Glazed Vegetables

2 dessertspoons Honey
2 ounces Butter

Many of us like to pop a knob of butter on
to our cooked vegetables before serving;
but have you tried a spoonful of honey as
well? The result on new peas is wonderful.

Root vegetables such as potatoes, carrots,
parsnips and onions can be boiled in the
usual way, and then coated with a mixture
of honey and butter, before baking in a
moderate oven at 180°C or Gas Mark 4
until they are nicely browned and glazed.
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  DIY Suggestions & Tips

A Simple Wasp Trap
DIY Suggestion

Making your own is
fun and saves money

Take a plastic pop bottle and cut off the top third. Invert the cut-off
piece and push it into the lower portion. When this is half filled with
liquid bait, it attracts wasps to enter the trap but they find it difficult
to escape, just like a lobster pot.

Bait Mixtures
Bait mixture are like many things in beekeeping  - everyone has their
favourite brew.
● Never use honey (unless you want to catch bees).
● Try a watery mixture of beer, vinegar, sugar and salt. The wasps

are attracted to the sweet and sour scent but bees are not.
● Add a dash of washing liquid - by reducing surface tension, the

wasps sink and drown.
● Meat can be a good choice when wasps are making nests and laying

eggs because they are seeking protein - you may even catch a queen.

Tips
● The bait should not reach the up-turned opening of bottle.
● To prevent rain diluting your bait, fit a lid (eg plastic plate) an inch or two above it, or hang

it under cover.
● Hang the trap in a tree with its base well clear of vegetation.
● Hang one trap upwind and one downwind of your hives, at least five metres away.
● Traps fill up surprisingly quickly so empty them regularly. Take care that the wasps are all

dead!  Pour hot, soapy water into the funnel (the up-turned neck of the bottle) to make sure.
● Bury the dead wasps, or flush them down the toilet, as their bodies might release a chemical

that alerts the rest of the colony to their fate.
● Another tip is to line the top of the trap with yellow or bright orange tape. Wasps are attracted

to this colourful line.

Unfortunately, wasp traps also attract and trap beneficial insects such as native hornets,
lacewings and hoverflies, which are a natural pest control of aphids.

The late Dave Cushman’s website has some excellent information on other wasp traps.

Wasps have their place in the ecosystem. They're particularly helpful in controlling pests that
wreck crops. But when they happen to make their nest too close to home and pose a danger
to people, or attack bee hives they certainly become pests themselves.

A request from Andrew Cornwall

The question I'd like to ask, is what everyone else does about wasps. My colonies were under
massive concerted attack during September. My traps were full, but there was still lots of
wasps attacking the hives. I did all the recommended things, such as put on entrance blocks.

Does anyone know of a really effective diy wasp trap ?

As an aside - one thing all those lists about choosing a suitable site for your apiary usually
forget to mention is don't put it next door to a badly managed orchard. And I thought it
would be good forage, Duh!

Wasp Trap photos copyright - prairie.com
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 Beekeepers Advice & Tips

October Tips Checklist

By now you should have completed feeding your bees to ensure they have sufficient stores
going into the Winter, and any small or queenless colonies have been united to create
stronger colonies. Remember not only will small colonies have more difficulty keeping
warm, but they may also suffer ‘isolation starvation’ where a small colony cannot find food
stores in the hive.

● Remove any ekes used to apply treatment such as Apiguard, together with the varroa
treatments, before your bees start to fill the eke with brace comb.

● Remove all queen excluders so that the colony with the queen can move freely around
the hive during the Winter.

● Complete the configuration of your hive for Winter - possibly with a super placed beneath
the brood box/es to improve ventilation.

● Consider ‘winter insulation’ measures such as dummy boards to shield frames, and filling
any empty spaces with ‘bubble wrap’, possibly a layer 50 mm thick of polystyrene with
suitable holes on top of your crown board. But remember always to ensure there is good
ventilation - moisture rather than cold is the biggest enemy to bees.

● Optimum winter conditions for bees are a constant cold temperature and dry conditions.
● Check the stability of your hives and ensure they are on secure ground.
● Take measures to ensure hive roofs cannot be blown off - use bricks or secure with wire.
● Ensure your bees will have a water source during the Winter.
● Repair boxes, particularly seal any holes to prevent pests entering, including ants and

earwigs. Reduce entrances to prevent such as snails and slugs entering, and fit mouse
guards. Where necessary fit woodpecker guards.

● Remove and store, preferably in a secure box (see page 11), spare supers and other
equipment for the Winter.

● Clean equipment thoroughly before storing (see advice below)
● Inspect any stored brood frames for signs of wax moth. Wax moth eggs and grubs can be

killed by leaving overnight in a suitable freezer (see page 11).

.……..adapted from Northants BKA website

Cleaning Hive Parts
Some of our equipment can be effectively cleaned using a blow torch to scorch the surfaces
and joints, but care is needed with some parts such as galvanised queen excluders, because
the galvanise may peel off when using a blow torch, and of course plastic parts !!
Certan-B401, which is a biological lavaecide can be sprayed onto frames to prevent damage
by wax moths. Particularly those frames which have contained brood, because the  moth is
less attracted to frames which have not contained brood.
Frames can also be boiled in a solution of 1 kg of washing soda to 5 litres of water, plus a
squirt of bleach. They need to be fully submerged, and fully ‘cooked’. A preserving pan on
the cooker, if you’re allowed because it’s a bit whiffy, or better still something such as the
smaller tea urn type Burco boilers. (Dedicated to this purpose !)
The frames come out absolutely pristine and wax free without the need for a special tool to
get into groves in the sidebars. The wires are unaffected by the process. Unlike the use of a
hot air gun no part of the frame can be missed so they are completely sterile.

Remember to wear good protective clothing, including suitable thick gloves.
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“Keep it Simple” - Advice from an Experienced Beekeeper
On a recent visit to my youngest son who is
fortunate to live and work in Greece each year
during the summer months, I had the
opportunity to meet once again a very good
friend of my son. His name is ‘George….’ and
he is a Greek beekeeper, with many years
beekeeping experience, the descendent of
many Greek beekeepers.

He has over a hundred hives located in the
beautiful mountains around the Paleros bay in
north-western Greece.

One warm evening he invited me to join him
as he prepared to set off to feed some of his
bees. The following photograph shows George
in his workshop (notice the extraction and
settling tanks), and mixing up the sugar syrup
feed, literally by hand.

Then we set off up the mountains to visit the
apiary which is situated along an old road, now
dis-used which leads to a collapsed bridge, and
is surrounded by a large olive grove. On the
way we stopped by the roadside to collect pine
leaves and other scrub, which George said
would make excellent smoker fuel.

The following photograph shows the apiary.

This is George lighting his smoker - “good rich
smoke” is the secret he says, and made from
simple local fuel sources it costs so little.

Below is a typical hive, notice that it stands on
three bricks, (also see the clips for use when
transporting the hives).

I was confused when George removed the brick
support from the rear of each hive so that it
sloped backwards. And surprised when he
began to pour the syrup feed through the
entrance at the front of the hive. The hives
have solid floors of course, and George
explained that  by the time he would return
next evening the bees would have taken the
syrup up into the frames. So simple, and
George wore no protective gear at all.

As we drove back along the bay at dusk I asked
George about disease control and how often he
opened to inspect his hives. Oh very rarely he
said - “it’s much simpler to leave things to
nature. I have don’t have problems with
disease, and I produce lots of good honey”.

Perhaps the simple approach is best !!!

Graham Pooley
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Questions & Answers

Please send your questions and queries to the editors (contact details on last
page) and we will seek out an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - What are the different roles of worker bees during the Summer?

During the Summer worker bees have a hard
life – the outside bees are always on the move,
gathering nectar, packing pollen and flying
backwards and forwards to their hive. So how
is all this organised? It certainly is not random
but is controlled, so that everything gets done
in the most efficient manner.

A worker bee changes its activities in, and out
of, the hive according to its age. This is given
the grand name of ‘age polyethism’ and is
broadly in response to the development of
various glands. There are no hard and fast rules
however and basically an individual bee can do
virtually anything at any age, but not always
with the same efficiency.

Newly-hatched Workers
The little pale furry bees that crawl out of their
cells start their lives as cleaners. This requires
nothing special other than the salivary glands.
They also consume great quantities of bee
bread, which is preserved pollen and is a highly
nutritious food containing a high level of protein
as well as fats, vitamins and minerals. This diet
results in the development of the
hypopharyngeal and mandibular glands, two
pairs of head glands which produce brood food
and royal jelly.

Three – Fifteen Days
With highly developed hypopharyngeal and
mandibular glands, packed full of larval food,
the bees move on to the next job and become
nurse bees, feeding and tending larvae of all
types, and the adult queen. They continue to
eat bee bread and their wax glands begin to
develop. A large force of well fed nurse bees is
essential to the build up of a colony in Spring
and Summer and to the production of healthy
bees in Autumn.

Ten – Eighteen Days
This is the period during which the wax glands,
four pairs of glands on the underside of the
abdomen, reach their maximum development,
so these bees are the prime wax-producers. To

produce a lot of wax requires an incoming
supply of nectar (or sugar syrup) and some of
the substances found in the pollen are also
essential. A swarm requires large numbers of
these bees to build its new combs, and this is
one of the reasons why foraging slows when a
swarm is expected. It allows these middle aged
bees to remain ‘younger’.

Sixteen – Twenty Days
The hypopharyngeal glands, as they decrease
in size and no longer produce brood food,
secrete greater quantities of two enzymes:
sucrase (also called invertase) and glucose
oxidase. These are essential in the processing
of nectar to honey, so these bees will be
concerned with receiving nectar from the
foragers and converting the surplus into honey.
The mandibular glands switch to the production
of 2-heptanone, an alarm pheromone
particularly concerned with repelling robbers.

Notice that all these periods overlap and also
that as the individual moves from feeding brood
to making wax and then processing nectar, she
will move outwards in the nest, nurse bees
being found in the central part and the nectar
processors towards the outer areas.

Outside Bees = Twenty Days - Death
Finally our bee graduates to outside jobs. Her
mandibular alarm pheromones and sting
pheromones together with her maximum
production of venom, enable her to guard the
entrance, and a few bees always do this, as we
well know. These are usually bees around 21
days old and this cohort also does ventilating
duties if necessary, although older bees may
revert to these jobs. The Nasonov gland
reaches peak development around this time
and most bees become foragers for the last 2
weeks or so of their lives, collecting nectar,
pollen, propolis and water. Once they move
outside the hive their body clocks are ticking
quite rapidly towards their death. They are
literally ‘worked to death’.
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An Adaptable System
It is important to stress that the work done by
an individual bee will vary according to the
requirements of the colony, so, in a colony
which has lost most of its foragers due to
poisoning, for example, bees will become
foragers at an earlier age or, if careless
manipulation by the beekeeper results in the
removal of large numbers of nurse bees, older
bees can revert to feeding brood by

increasing their intake of bee bread and re-
developing their head glands.

It is important to understand the make-up of
the colony in terms of bees of different ages
and to try to maintain this well-balanced state
of affairs as far as possible.

Courtesy of Warwickshire Beekeeper July 2012

Buzziest Interview - this month: Paul Cleaver
 What’s happening?

PC: Hectic with our Ducks! After a summer of
little action and with the best(?) of the weather
behind us, three Muscovys hatched at the same
time producing twenty-seven ducklings.
Meanwhile we are also readying our flock for
the November tup.

How long have you been a beekeeper?
PC: I started beekeeping in 2005 having done
the RBKA winter course.

What prompted the interest?
PC: I used to run the children’s section of the
Holmesdale Museum in Reigate. I asked RBKA
to come and talk to the kids about bees and the
environment. As a result I realised by keeping
bees you could make a difference to an
important environmental issue.

How many hives, of your own and on
behalf of RBKA, do you manage at the moment?
PC: I have now united several colonies to bring
the total number from a high of thirty-four in the
summer down to twenty-seven. I am going to
take one commercial nucleus through the winter
if I can. Despite feeding 70 kilos of sugar there
are still a few that need a top up!! I also mentor
the team looking after hive D at Henfold Copse.

Briefly, how have they faired this year?
PC: I have had quite a good year. My bees have
been healthy and productive. Swarming has
been more problematic than in other years, but
for the most part managing the process has
meant that I have had lots of smaller colonies
as the summer has progressed. The spring crop
was my best ever, 400 lbs. The summer crop
does not look too good. I'm late getting it off,
but it should be in excess of 300 lbs. I plan to

cut back a bit next year, the work load is just
too much alongside the rest of my smallholding.

When did you first join our  Committee?
PC: Not sure, but I think it was in 2007 as
Events Manager, a role I still currently perform.
But I was also the Librarian for six years, and
more recently the Project Manager for the
Henfold site purchase. That was fun!

How long have you been Chairman?
PC: I have held that role for two years now.

And your roles with Surrey BKA?
PC: I joined the Surrey Council in 2009 and
became their Minutes Secretary in 2010.

 Meet the Committee
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What do you get from your involvement
in these positions?
PC: Good question. I am not sure! Part of me
wants to say that someone has to to it, but I
know there is more to it than that.
Arranging the events program can be very
interesting and rewarding when the evening
goes well and it's interesting to deal with so
many potential speakers and have an influence
on who we invite. I like the quirky meeting we
have in February when we do something in
house like the quiz, Beekeepers Question Time
or the Honey Tasting. Building the library up
was also very rewarding and now gives us a
great resource for reference and education. The
Chairman's role is really quite difficult because
unlike other roles it requires constant attention,
something that I have to admit is very difficult
for me. However we have a fantastic committee
who make the job much easier than it would be
otherwise.

 What’s the best aspect of being
Chairman then?
PC: I have to say that doing any job well is
rewarding and the Chairman's role has the
potential to be the most rewarding as a figure
head for the organisation. Having said that I
don't think that I always do it justice.

 What makes it so challenging then?
Being the arbiter on the committee and
ensuring that all the other committee roles are
being done as required and that anything we are
involved in is well coordinated in its execution.

 So what’s the really worst aspect?

PC: Having to ask people to contribute  their
time and effort can be very difficult. Certainly
last year a large number of people went well
beyond the call of duty in the process of getting
Henfold Lane into shape. I was very conscious
of the fact that people were giving up a large
amount of time in all weathers to get the apiary
ready for use. I'm glad and relieved that it has
not been as difficult this year. Next year however
!!!

 How much time per month do you
typically devote to your current roles?
PC: On average, I think just a few hours a week
to RBKA and SBKA. To do them real justice it
would be necessary to devote the equivalent of
a full day a week  and some weeks a lot more!

 How do you see the Division developing?
PC: I hope that we are able to raise the grant
funding to allow us to develop a teaching facility
at the apiary without putting too much financial
or physical pressure on members. It would be
fantastic if, in a couple of years time, we were
able to host beekeeping exams, offer practical
courses and facilities for other groups as well
as having a first class meeting place.

And a message for the membership?
PC: It has to be to thank the many many
members who have given up their time again
and again to make the Division a success. It's
amazing the dedication that is evident from so
many. I won't name anyone but I could list more
than thirty without much effort. Isn't that
amazing.

Thank you Paul.

Chairman Paul Cleaver cleaver.paul@googlemail.com 01306 730188

Hon Secretary Jacqui Essen jandjessen@btinternet.com 01342 842244

Hon Treasurer Andrew Buchanan andrewb38@btinternet.com 01306 712773

Membership Michael Hill mikehillbees@googlemail.com 01306 730668

Librarian Audrey Gill beelady@btinternet.com 01293 784161

County Exam Secretary Celia Perry beeexams@hotmail.co.uk 07903 991120

Website Master Adam Leitch adam.leitch@gmail.com

Swarm Coordinator Richard Woodhouse rwdhse@ntlworld.com 01737 247395

Quartermaster Richard Stuart richardi.stuart@me.com 07971 854652

Regional Bee Inspector Alan Byham alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk 01306 611016
07775 119447

 Editor Richard Bradfield richard.d.bradfield@btinternet.com 01372 379222

 Editor Graham Pooley grahampooley@aol.com 01342 842559

Who to contact for assistance


